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Reviewer's report:

I have read the manuscript „Methods for enhancing the reproducibility of biomedical research findings using electronic health records" with great interest. It explains some useful programming techniques to make research with data extracted from electronic health records reproducible. Very valuable examples are provided. This is a very important topic as reproducibility should be the basis of all science.

However, this manuscript lacks the necessary clarity and structure to be published. The authors should state clearly the intended meaning of "reproducibility" in the context of this work. Is reproducibility just providing complete information? Or is "reproducibility" the ability to execute the same code on the same data and reach the same results? Or do the authors intent something along the lines of transferability (e.g. when the code is executed on similar data similar results are obtained)? After a clear definition has been provided, the authors should state which aspect of reproducibility is supported by which recommendation.

Major points:

- STROBE is only mentioned in the abstract.

- (p. 4 l. 53 ff.) The explanation of modular programming is misleading. Modularity refers to the logical structure of the code (e.g. separation of concerns). The physical layout into one or many files is only secondary.

- (p. 5 l. 46 ff.) Test driven development is not a category of unit testing. You seem to refer to test automation.

- (p. 10, l. 15 ff., table 3) In-line code documentation is intermixed with report generation. In R package roxygen2 is used to create in-line code documentation like you display in Box 1. (Check for example how help files are generated for CRAN.) Other languages use similar doxygen dialects.
Minor points:

- (p. 4, l. 39) Your description of code development implies stages that follow after each other (e.g. waterfall model). Modern software development is usually more iterative.

- (p. 4, l. 49) The whole sections seems to be limited to functional programming languages. Features of object oriented languages like classes are not mentioned. This matters as modular programming is more evolved in object oriented programming.

- (p. 4, l. 50) The list of methods and approaches is not taken up in the subsections of the methods section. In table 2 this the order is changed.

- (p. 8, l. 11) How does version control relate to metadata? What implementation details are released by CALIBER and again how is this related to version control?

- (p. 10, l. 17ff.) Here you mention several properties of bioconductor that enable reproducible research. (e.g. high quality documentation, programming conventions). These properties could be discussed in the introduction and possibly also in more depth in the main part after the meaning of "reproducibility" is clarified.

- (p. 10, l. 45f.) Why do platforms such as galaxy increase scalability? Why does virtualization increase scalability?

- (p. 11, l. 60) Why is an extraction process imported into a database? This sounds like an implementation detail specific to your setting.

- (p. 12, l. 28) Very minor, but because this work recommends best practices, I would not use a plain text editor for any serious programming. Even very basic IDEs make one's life much easier simply because of syntax highlighting.

- (p. 12, l. 48) You are probably referring to Table 3 (and not Table 2).
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